
PARIS 2024
FRENCH LANGUAGE & CULTURE
WORKSHOPS

In anticipation of the Paris
Olympics & Paralympics, we
are offering face-to-face and
online French language &
culture workshops for athletes,
media, staff and anyone
involved in the Olympic
Games and who will soon be
travelling to France.

Uncover our Parisian highlights
and top practical tips for a
smooth trip. Dive into French
language essentials and
cultural insights for a gold-
medal-worthy experience in
France! 



Why choose Alliance Francaise de Melbourne?
We have been teaching Melburnians about the French language and culture for
over 130 years. Our expert tutors are all native speakers of French who have been
living and working in Australia for some time. They are qualified to teach French
as a foreign language and have a solid understanding of both French and
Australian culture. In addition to our quality language classes, we are supported
by the French Embassy in Canberra, and we partner with cultural organisations
to deliver a varied cultural program, including our annual French film festival with
Palace cinemas, and educational workshops with National Gallery of Victoria.

Workshop Proposal
Depending on the time available, number of participants, venue, and budget, we
can tailor several options to your needs (suggestion duration: 2-hour workshop).
 
Format
Conference style or small groups workshops on a different topic. Groups rotate
throughout the workshop.

Content may include some or all these elements:
French language survival kit for beginners
Tailored language related to sport/Olympic games.
Cultural Awareness: key differences between the French and Australian
cultures (greetings, work culture, food, dress, daily routines etc), “Dos and
don’ts” when in Paris /France, etc.
Practicalities – layout of Paris and getting around.
Paris highlights – must-see spots and hidden gems for athletes and staff
during free time.
VR session – we have 12 VR headsets available, which can be used to give a
virtual tour of Paris.

 
Staff
Two or more French language and culture specialists depending on the format of
the workshop. 
All our facilitators are qualified and native speakers of French.
 
Rate
Starting from $1800, to be agreed depending on the format, duration, and
content of the workshop.

👉 Contact us to customise your workshop and
embark on an unforgettable Parisian adventure:
info@afmelbourne.com.au.
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